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ABSTRACT
Historically, satellite programs have used space grade, hermetically sealed, QML-V qualified components
for enhanced reliability and radiation hardness. With the emergence of “NewSpace,” there has been more
interest in using plastic encapsulated microcircuits (PEM) in space for a variety of reasons. NewSpace is a
loosely defined term covering some of the trends in the space ecosystem, including the emerging private
spaceflight industry and programs that have reduced reliability, lifetime, and radiation requirements. PEMs
become more attractive because leading edge products are not available as space qualified products and
PEMs generally have smaller footprints and are lighter than the ceramic packages used in space qualified
products. It has been recognized that there is a quality and reliability risk in using commercial-off the shelf
(COTS) products and some space programs have been investigating using automotive grade AEC-Q100
products with more stringent qualification requirements. However, the extra qualification steps in Q100
parts do not meet all the requirements of a space application, even for those space applications with
reduced requirements. For instance, commercial low earth orbit (LEO) applications with a projected three
year life still have to meet radiation goals that many PEM products do not survive. One of the biggest
challenges for a satellite program is finding and then testing those products that meet the radiation goals.
Although radiation performance may be biggest obstacle to using some COTS or automotive products in
space, there are a number of other risks and factors to consider, such as tin whiskers, copper bond wires,
rated temperature range, and package outgassing. How is a customer to know if a product has the right
stuff to even be considered for a space mission?
In addition to Texas Instruments' full line of space grade QML-V products for normal and high risk space
missions, TI has introduced the Space Enhanced Plastic (Space EP) product family in PEM packaging to
lower the risk of using PEMs for missions with reduced requirements. The Space EP products have the
following features:
• Single Event Latch-up (SEL) immune to 43 MeV-cm2/mg. Each product is tested at maximum operating
voltage and 125°C.
• ELDRS-free to 30 krad(Si). Every bipolar and BiCMOS product goes through ELDRS characterization
at low dose rate (LDR) of 10 mrad(Si)/s.
• Radiation lot acceptance testing (RLAT) to 20 krad(Si). Every wafer lot is tested and qualified to 20
krad(Si) with an RLAT report available.
• Military temperature range: –55°C to +125°C.
• No copper bond wires. All products have gold bond wires.
• No matte tin. Lead finish is NiPdAu or some other finish that does not have pure Sn.
• Enhanced mold compound for low outgassing.
• Extended qualification of each assembly lot including HAST and temperature cycling.
• 100% temperature cycling. Every unit receives temperature cycling or equivalent.
• Single production flow. One wafer fab and assembly site to minimize lot-to-lot variation.
• Long product life cycles.
• Each product has its own Vendor Item Drawing (VID) on DLA website.
The risks of using PEMs in space and how TI's Space EP products address these risks are discussed in
this application note.
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Radiation Challenges
Different semiconductor technologies have different inherent radiation tolerances (see TI’s Radiation
Handbook for Electronics for more details). At the same time, two products using the same process
technology or node might have totally different radiation responses due to how the product is designed
and which modules in the process are used. Some COTS and Q100 products might be inherently tolerant
enough to meet the program’s radiation goals. But, how is a customer to know which products those are?
Most suppliers do not provide intimate details about the process or design of a product as this information
is proprietary and is what gives the supplier a competitive advantage.
In addition, there are many generalities floating around about radiation tolerance that are not true for all
cases. A 65-nm process is likely to be SEL immune, but only for the 1.1-V circuits. If a product uses
higher voltage circuits, it is more likely to have SEL. Having an epi or SOI substrate does not necessarily
mean that a CMOS product is SEL immune. For most CMOS products, the use of an epi substrate has no
impact on SEL susceptibility and SOI only assures SEL immunity if the field oxide (STI) reaches all the
way through the active layer down to the buried oxide.
For the customer, there is the uncertainty of choosing a part and the time and cost to test it to see if the
product meets the program radiation requirements. A supplier such as TI has the knowledge of the
process used on its products. Using this information, TI can choose products that have a high probability
of being radiation tolerant or can use a process or design tweak to meet the radiation goal. After choosing
a part, TI then verifies the choice with heavy ion and total ionizing dose (TID) testing.
The other challenge with using COTS or Q100 products in space is lot-to-lot variation in radiation
performance. Most wafer fabs do not have monitors or controls in place for radiation tolerance. Modern
wafer fabs maintain very tight controls to ensure consistent electrical performance, but the parameters that
are controlled are not the same ones that impact radiation tolerance. For instance, the stoichiometry and
thickness of passivation layers have little impact on electrical performance but can be huge variables in
radiation tolerance. In an extreme case, there was a product where one lot passed 100 krad(Si) and a lot
processed in the same wafer fab a month later only passed 10 krad(Si). That is why radiation lot
acceptance testing (RLAT) is so important.
Texas Instruments’ Space EP products are radiation tested up front so the customer does not need to
take the risk and absorb the test cost of choosing the wrong part. The Space EP products use only one
production flow and each lot gets RLAT, eliminating the risks of lot-to-lot variations.
For those space missions with more stringent radiation requirements, TI still offers the fully qualified QMLV family of space products, with TID levels up to 300 krad(Si), SEL and SEFI immunity up to 120 MeVcm2/mg and comprehensive SEE characterization.
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Temperature Range
The commercial grade temperature range is typically 0°C to +70°C. For automotive products, there are
several specified temperature ranges with the most common being Grade 3 at –40°C to +85°C. While
some COTS and automotive products may operate beyond the rated temperature, many others do not. It
becomes necessary to test the products at the temperature extremes of the application to determine if a
COTS or automotive product would work.
TI’s Space EP products have a temperature range of –55°C to +125°C.
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Tin Whiskers
Many commercial and automotive products now use pure tin (Sn) as the lead finish or as the main
constituent of balls in ball grid arrays (BGA) for a low cost, ecologically friendly solution.
It has been known since the 1940s that the matte Sn plating, now commonly used on COTS and AECQ100 PEMs, may grow whiskers under harsh conditions long enough to short between two metal leads. In
addition, these whiskers can break off, resulting in electrical shorts in other places in a module. Conformal
coating is not a complete solution as it only partially retards whisker growth and the whiskers can still grow
through coating. Numerous cases of satellite failures have been attributed to Sn whiskers.
The only risk free solution is to not use pure Sn terminations. The termination on TI's Space EP products
is Sn63Pb37 solder dip, NiPdAu plating or similar finish without matte Sn. For BGAs, TI Space EP
products use Sn63Pb37 solder balls.
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Cu Wire Risks
As a cost savings, more and more COTS products are switching from gold (Au) bond wires to copper (Cu)
bond wires. Cu bond wires are now even permitted for automotive AEC-Q100 products. On some
products, either Au or Cu bond wire could be used with the decision on which wire used is at the
discretion of the supplier, but is usually based on available Cu wire bonding capacity. Many times, the
customer does not know which bond wire material is used on any given lot.
While there has been continuous improvement in the Cu bonding process and Cu bond wire reliability,
there are still potential risks, especially in harsh environment applications. Cu wire bonding requires much
tighter process controls or bond integrity and reliability issues could result. Sporadic Cu wire corrosion has
occurred from interaction with the plastic mold compound. There have been some cases where there has
been corrosion at the Cu bond wire/lead frame interface when there has been package delamination.
Perhaps of most concern for harsh environments is that Cu wire has a higher temperature coefficient than
Au, making it more susceptible to bond neck breaks during thermal cycling. This could be critical in some
LEO applications where a satellite might go through temperature cycle extremes several times per day.
TI's Space EP products use gold bond wires.
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Plastic Outgassing and Moisture Absorption
One of the main reasons that PEMs have been slow to be incorporated in space systems is that the
packaging material is an organic mold compound that can absorb moisture and outgas organic
compounds. Moisture absorption can result in reduced reliability and lifetime of a product. Outgassing
constituents can condense on other components, contaminating them and impacting their performance. It
is a major problem for sensors, such as imaging sensors.
The semiconductor industry uses many different mold compounds depending upon the product type,
package size and architecture, application, and available mold compounds at the assembly site. Different
mold compounds have different moisture sensitivity levels and outgassing.
TI's Space EP products use enhanced mold compounds and go through extended qualification testing,
beyond what is required for automotive products by AEC-Q100.
The mold compounds used on Space EP products exceed the NASA driven outgassing requirements in
ASTM E-495 of Total Mass Loss (TML) of less than 1.0% and a Collected Volatile Condensable Material
(CVCM) of less than 0.1%.
For those space missions where PEM packaging is too much of a risk, TI's full line of space grade QML-V
products come in hermetic packaging, many of which are customized for optimum performance and
smallest size possible, compatible with the footprint of PEM products.
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Harsh Environment Qualification
COTs and automotive products are not tested or qualified for the harsh conditions of space flight, such as
the high G-forces during a launch or the temperature cycling to the temperature extremes experienced
several times per day in a LEO mission.
Every TI Space EP assembly lot goes through an extended qualification. Assembly lot qualification tests
include the highly accelerated stress test (HAST) at 130°C and 85% humidity for 192 hours, temperature
cycling between –65°C to +150°C for 500 cycles and the moisture level sensitivity (MSL) preconditioning
test followed by accoustic microscopy (CSAM). Sample inspections to ensure proper packaging include
visual inspection after wire bonding prior to the mold process and visual and X-ray inspections post
packaging.
After packaging, every Space EP unit receives temperature cycling (20 cycles) or a similar reflow stress
prior to electrical testing.
This qualification is customized for PEMs being used in lower risk space applications. For higher risk
missions, the QML-V space grade products are tested and qualified per MIL-PRF-38535 and MIL-STD883.
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Multiple Manufacturing Sites
To allow for manufacturing flexibility, a COTS product might be produced in several different wafer fabs.
Each wafer fab could have slightly different equipment and processes. The difference in the wafer fabs
would not impact a product’s performance as long as the product is used within the parameters of the data
sheet. These differences could impact how the part performs when operated outside rated parameters and
could significantly impact the product’s radiation performance.
Likewise, a COTS or automotive product could be assembled at multiple assembly sites, which could use
different mold compounds and bond wires. As described earlier, these differences could have significant
impact in product reliability when using the part in a harsh environment beyond the rated performance.
Normally, a customer is not able to choose which manufacturing sites are used.
For the TI Space EP products, there is only one production flow, one wafer fab and one assembly site
used for each product. This greatly reduces lot-to-lot variations.
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Long Life Cycles
A risk of designing in COTS products is that some COTS products have a short life cycle and become
obsolete and hard to get for future spacecraft builds.
Texas Instruments has a history of supporting the mil/aero industry with products that have a long life
cycle. TI continues to supply military and space grade products that were first released over 50 years ago.
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VID - Vendor Item Drawing
Each Space EP product has its own VID maintained by the US Department of Defense’s Defense
Logistics Agency (DLA) – Land and Maritime. The VIDs are available for download on the DLA website
with unrestricted access. The VID is similar to the SMD used for QML-V space qualified products ensuring
standardization of the manufacturing, qualification, and testing of the Space EP products. A link to the VID
can be found in the TI data sheet and product page on ti.com.
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Conclusions
There are many risks with using commercial off the shelf (COTS) or AEC-Q100 automotive grade parts in
a space application, starting with the uncertainty of which product is reliable in the space environment and
the costs and time it takes to verify it. Where does the space system designer begin?
TI has released the Space Enhanced Plastic (Space EP) family of products to eliminate the uncertainty
and cost of upscreening and allow for much quicker design cycles. Space EP products can be recognized
on ti.com by the suffix "-SEP" on the product page and in the data sheet.
Space EP joins TI's family of aerospace and defense products, including TI's long established QML-V
space grade products. The QML-V products can be recognized on ti.com by the "-SP" suffix on the
product pages and data sheets.
More information on TI's space product options can be found at any time by typing ti.com/space into your
browser.
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IMPORTANT NOTICE AND DISCLAIMER
TI PROVIDES TECHNICAL AND RELIABILITY DATA (INCLUDING DATASHEETS), DESIGN RESOURCES (INCLUDING REFERENCE
DESIGNS), APPLICATION OR OTHER DESIGN ADVICE, WEB TOOLS, SAFETY INFORMATION, AND OTHER RESOURCES “AS IS”
AND WITH ALL FAULTS, AND DISCLAIMS ALL WARRANTIES, EXPRESS AND IMPLIED, INCLUDING WITHOUT LIMITATION ANY
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY, FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR NON-INFRINGEMENT OF THIRD
PARTY INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS.
These resources are intended for skilled developers designing with TI products. You are solely responsible for (1) selecting the appropriate
TI products for your application, (2) designing, validating and testing your application, and (3) ensuring your application meets applicable
standards, and any other safety, security, or other requirements. These resources are subject to change without notice. TI grants you
permission to use these resources only for development of an application that uses the TI products described in the resource. Other
reproduction and display of these resources is prohibited. No license is granted to any other TI intellectual property right or to any third
party intellectual property right. TI disclaims responsibility for, and you will fully indemnify TI and its representatives against, any claims,
damages, costs, losses, and liabilities arising out of your use of these resources.
TI’s products are provided subject to TI’s Terms of Sale (www.ti.com/legal/termsofsale.html) or other applicable terms available either on
ti.com or provided in conjunction with such TI products. TI’s provision of these resources does not expand or otherwise alter TI’s applicable
warranties or warranty disclaimers for TI products.
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